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Situation, Event, Problem:

Cause:
Why?
What has led to…?
What has brought about…?

Effect:
What happens when . . ?
What is the result of . . .?
What are the consequences of . . .?
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Remote Causes:
- Foreign competition
- Non-union wages in another state
- Rapidly changing market

Immediate Causes:
- Sales drop, profits drop
- Domestic competition, lower prices
- Too slow to innovate, lack new ideas

Situation, Event, Problem:
- Clothing factory closing

Cause:
Why?
What has led to…?
What has brought about…?
Effect: What happens when . . ?
What is the result of . . . ?
What are the consequences of . . . ?
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**Situation, Event, Problem:**
Clothing factory closing

**Immediate Effects:**
- Factory workers lose jobs, households curb spending
- Workers lose healthcare coverage, health need ignored
- Vacant industrial space—empty buildings, parking lots

**Remote Effects:**
- Town economy falters
- Hospital emergency rooms overwhelmed
- Neighborhood blight, decline, decay